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ABSTRACT

The object of this work is to iinda solution of the
Leontief problem in Banach lattices when a subsolution is
known.

INTRODUCTION

The Leontiefs model is one of the most useful and
known in Mathematical Economics. It consists basically
on finding a solution x of the equations x = Ax+e which
is a non-negative vector of Rn

, bein A a square matrix of
order n whose elements are all non-negative and e is a
non-negative vector of RO. In economic terms x represents
the production of an economic system, e the external de~

mand and Ax the internal demand, being x = Ax+e the
equation of equilibrium.

The Leontief model and problem has been extended in
several directions, one of them considering non linear ex~

pressions Ax and other stating it for infinite dimensional
spaces, like in (1], [7] and [8].

The aim of this work is the study of the Leontief model
in Banach lattices, for it we will use the notations and
concepts of [12].

From now on x will denote a Banach lattice and
T:X-7X will be a positive linear operator. For every e E

X+ = {x E X: x:?: O} we call Leontiefs problem associated
to e, and we will write Pe, to the problem of determine a
solution x E X+, of the Leontief equation x = Tx+e. We
say that x E X+ is a subsolution of Pe if x :?: Tx + e, and
if Xo is a subsolution of Pe we will denote by P(e, xo) the
problem of finding a solution x E [O, xo] = {x' E X:

O:::; x':::; xo}. (X, T) has the subsolution property if for
every e E X+ such that Pe has a subsolution Xo then P(e,
xo) has a solution. We say that X has the subsolution prop
erty if (X, T) has the subsolution property for every pos
itive linear operator T : X -7 X.

Theorem 1 of [7] states that if X is order complete then
X has the subsolution property. As we willsee this theo
rem salves the problem in a large number of cases. We
give a constructive proof of this theorem by transfinite
aproximations and moreover we find a maximal solution
and a minimal one of the problem: P (e, xo)' AIso we prove
the existence of a-order complete Banach lattices X non
having the subsolutions property and we give sufficient
conditions for (X, T) to have the subsolutions property.

Though we use linear operators, many of the results
can be extended to the non-linear case. Concretely Theo
rem 1 can bestated for isotone operators T : X -7 X (i.e.,
Tx $; Ty if x $; y). Thus Corollary 2 holdsalso for isotone
operators non necessarily continuous. In particular, Theo
rem 3 of [7] is valid though T is not continuous.

As an application of the obtained results it is proved
that if C(K) is (J-order complete and G is the open set of
the coze.!.os of a continuous function <p E C (K), then the
closure G is equivalent to the Stone-Cech compactification
~G.

The problem P(e, xo) can be non-solvable, but we prove
the existence always of x" E X;* such that
x" :=: T" x" + e and also the existence of a sequence (xo)

e X+ suche that x" - Tx" -7 e.

Theorem 1. JI the Banach lattice X is order complete
then it has the subsolution property. Moreover, if Xo is a
subsolution 01 Pe (e E X+) then P(e, xo) has a maximum
solution and a minimum solution x E [O, xo]'

Proof. Let be Xo :?: Txo + e (xo, e E X+). Then we
construct by transfinite induction a family (xa)a making XI

= Txo + e and

for every transfinite ordinal ao. Clearly (xa)a is a non in
creasing family and xa :?: x for every solution x = Tx + e
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E [O, xo]' Moreover if (xa ) is strictly decreasing then. a<ao .

card {u : U < uo} :=; card X and therefore, there exists an
ordinal Uo such that x ao = Xa, +1 = Tx ao + e and Xa = x ao

for every U ~ uo' Then x ao is the greatest solution of P(e,
xo)'

If we define (x~)a making X~ = e and

for every transfinite ordinal uo' then it is proved in a sim
ilar way that there exists x~o which is the least solution of
P(e, xo).

Corollary 2. 1f the Banach lattice X is order contin
uous then X has the subsolution property.

Proo! If fol1ows immediately from Proposition 1.a.8
of [12], since every order continuous Banach lattice is order
complete. However, in this case since x" -7 X w = ¡\ X,,,

IlEN

we have that X w = Txw + e. Analogously, if

X~ = V x;. = L.T"e then x~ = Tx~ + e.
IlEN

1l+1eN

Corollary 3. X has the subsolution property in the
following cases:

3.1. X does not contain any latticed copy of co'

3.2. X is reflexive.

3.3. X is a-order complete and it does not contain
any lattice copy of l"..

3.4. X is order complete and separable.

Proo! It follows trivially from Theorem l.a.5 and
Proposition 1.a.7 of [12].

Theorem 4. Every dual space X* has the subsolution
property.

Proo! It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1
since every dual spáce X* is order complete (see [12], p.
3).

A measure space (n, L, f.l) (or a measure f.l) is said to
be localizable if L~ (n, L, f.l) == L1 (n, L, f.l)*. A measure
space (n, L, f.l) is localizable if and only if f.l has no atoms
of infinite measure and L~ (n, L, f.l) is order complete
[11 ].

Let us see an example of a non localizable measure
space. Let n a non countable set, L the a-álgebra formed
by of the countable subsets A c: n and their comple
mentaries, f.l (A) = card A if A e n is a finite subset and
f.l (A) = 00 if A is non finite. It is easily seen now that

L~ (n, L, f.l) is not order complete and then it can not be
a dual space.

Corollary 5. 1f (D, L, /1) is a localizable measure
space, then LDO (D, L, fl) has the subsolution property.

Let (n,L, f.l) be a measure space. An space X consist
ing of equivalence classes, modulo equality almost every
where, of L-measurable (or measurable) real functions on
n is cal1ed a Kothe function space if the following condi
tion hold:

(1) If IJ(w)1 :=; Ig( w)1 a.e. on n, with f measurable
and gE X, then f € X and IIJII:=; IIgll.

(2) For every E E L with f.l(E) < 00 the characteristic
function XE E X.

(3) Every function f E X is 10cal1y integrable, i.e.,

there exists the integral LJd.u for every E E L with f.l (E)
< oo.

This concept generalizes the Definition 1.b.17 onI2],
where f.l is assumed to be a-finite and complete.

Theorem 6. 1f L~ (D, 1:, fl) is order complete, then
every KOthe function space X on (D, L, fl) has the subso
lution property.

Proo! It will be enough to prove that X is order com"
plete. Let (x¡)ieI be a non void family in [O, xo], XOEX+.
Since L~ (n, L, f.l) is order complete, there exists for every
n E N the supremum Xn of (x¡ /\ n)¡eI in L~ (n, L, f.l).
Clearly X¡ /\ n E X, since Xi /\ n :=; xO' and xn is the supre-

mum of (Xi /\ n)¡eI in X. Then x = Vx" E [o, xo] and it
1

follows that x is the supremum of (x¡)¡eI in X.

Theorem 7. 1f X is a KOthe function space on a
measure space (n, L, f.l) such that the support of every
function x € X is of a-finite measure, then X has the sub
solution property.

Proo! It suffices to see that X is order complete. In
fact, let be (X¡)¡eI a non void family in [O, xo], Xo E X+, A
the support of xo, LA ={E EL: E e A} and f.lA = !ljLA'
Then XA = {x/A: X€ X} endowed with the norm IlxlAl1 =
IIxxA11 (x € X) is a Kothe function space on the (j-finite
measure space (A, LA' f.lA)' which is order complete since
L~(A, LA' f.lA) = L 1 (A, LA' f.lA)*' from where it fol1ows
easily the existence of x = V x"

¡el I

Corollary 8. Every space LP(Q., L, fl), l:=;p<oo, has
the subsolution property.

A compact Hausdorff space K is said to be an extrem
ally disconnected space if the closure of every open set in
K is open.
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Tbeorem 9. /f K is an extremally disconneted com
pact Hausdorff space, then X = C (K) has the subsolution
property.

Proo! It is enough to realize that X is order complete
following the Proposition l.aA of [12].

Lemma 10. /f X = C(K) has the subsolution property
then X has also the following property: If O~ Xl E X, O~

X2 ~ 1, Xl' X2 E X then there exists Xo E X+ such that Xl
X 2 = X¡ Xo'

Proo! Clearly we can suppose that XI :f. O. Let be

Ix = (1~ 11::11) x (x E X),

then T : X ~ X is a positive linear operator verifying that

Proo! Let be xn+¡ = Txn+e (n = O, 1, ...). Then Xn E [O,
xo] (={X E X : O~ X~ XO}) and Xn ;::; TXn + e for every n
E N. Let X"E x** be an w*-aglomeration point of (xn)neN.
whose existence follows from the Alaoglu-Bourbaki theo
rem, and x' E X;. Then for every e > Othere exists n E N
such that

O:::; <x"' x'> - <x", x'> < e

and therefore

lim <XII' x'> = <x", x'>
"

since (xn)neN is a nonincreasing sequence and x' E X;. Thus
¡i/~ X'I = x" in the w*-topology and

< x" , x' > = ¡im < X II+¡, x' >
11

1 - TI ¡im <x,,, T*x'> + <e, x'>
II

Therefore, 1 is a subsolution ofPe with e = x¡x2/llxdl,
and there exists XoE X+ such that

X¡X2 X¡XO

Ilx¡1I = Xo - Txo = N

and x¡x2=x¡xo'

Tbeorem 11. /f X = C(K) has the subsolution prop
erty and the complementary of G is the set of the zeros of
a continuous function X E X (i. e. G is the set of the
cozeros of a continuous function), then the closure Gof G
is the Stone-Cech compactification (3G of G.

Proo! Let be l/f = Ixl and O ~ <P ~ 1 a continuous
function on G, then O~ 'I'<P E X and it follows from Lem
ma 10 that there exists a function f E X+ such that 'I'<P =

<pf, from where it results that tia is the continuous exten
sion to G of tlG. Therefore, G = ~G [5, Corollary 2, p.
130].

Corollary 12. /f K is an extremally disconnected
compact Hausdorff space and G is the set of the cozeros of
a continuous function- x E C(K) then G = ~G.

Proo! It follows from Theorems 9 and 11.

Corollary 13. /f K is infinite metrizable compact
space then X = C (K) has not the subsolution property.

Proo! It follows from the hypothesis that there exists
a non isolated point WE K. Then {w} is the set of zeros of
acontinuous function and it is easily seen that G:f. ~G with
G = K\{w}.

Tbeorem 14. /f T:X~X is a positive linear operator
and Xo is a subsolution of Pe, e E X+, then there exists X"
E x** such that O ~ X" ~ Xo and X" = T** x" + e.

<x", T'x'> + <e, x'>

<T"x" + e, x'>

for every X'EX*. So O ~ x" ~ Xo and x" = T** x" + e.

Corollary 15. /f X = C(K) and T: X ~ X is a pos"
itive linear operator and Xo is a subsolution of Pe, e E X+,
then there exists a function X'I which is the pointwise limit
of a nonincreasing sequence of functions (Xn)l1eN' with xl1
E(O, xo], and X" = T** X" + e, O .~ x" ~ xo'

Corollary 16. /f the linear operator T : X ~ X is a
weakly compact or a Dunford-Pettis one, then (X, T) has
the subsolution property.

Proo! Let Xo be a subsolution of Pe, e E X+ and xn+l
= TXn + e (n = O, 1, ...). Then, since (xn)neN is a nonincreas
ing sequence and T is a weakly compact or a Dunford
Pettis operator, (Txn)neN is weakly convergent in X and,
therefore, also (xn+¡)neN = (Txn + e)neN' So x" E X (of the
Theorem 14) and x" = Tx" + e.

Tbeorem 17. Let be

and

Xn+l =TXn + e (n =O, 1,...).

Then for every e > O there exists a convex linear com
bination x of (xl1)l1eN such thatllx-Tx-ell < e.

Proo! Let C be the convex hull of (xn)neN' Then it
suffices to prove tbat e E (1 -T) C. Suppose that

e ~ (I -T) C. Then (1 -T) e is a non void closed convex set
and it follows from the separation theorem (lO, p. 182]
that there exists x* E X* such that
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X' ((J - T) x) ~ a > x' (e)

for every X E C and ~real number a. It follows now that
if e e X** is the w*-closure of C then

x' ((1 - T") x") ~ a > x" (e)

for every x" E e, which is a contradiction with Theorem
14 which states that e E (1 - T") e.

Corollary 18, Let be Xo - Txo :::: e (x(!'e E X+). Then
the closure of the set of the elements e' E (O, xo]for which
there exists x' E [O, xo] such that e' :::: x' - Tx', contains [0,
el.

As a generalization of Theorem 1 we pose the follow
ing:

Problem. Is there any a-arder complete Banach lattice
non having the subsolution property?

The answer is yes as we will see in the following.

Theorem 19, There is a space X == L~ (Q, ,E, 11)
which has not the subsolution property.

Proo! Le Q be the set of countable ordinal numbers
i.e. less than Q)I> ,E the O'-algebra of the countable subsets
A e Q and their complementaries, Il(A) :::: card A if A E

,E is finite and Il(A):::: 00 if A is not finite. Then let us
consider X :::: L~ (Q, ,E, 11).

Let Q¡, Q2 be the set of the numbers a E Q of first and
second kind respectively, Q' :::: {2a + 1 : a E Q} and Q"
:::: {2a + 2 : a E Q}. For every a E Q2 1et be 'l1~ and 'l1:
two ultrafilters finer than the filter of sections [a', a) (a'
< a) such that Q' E 'l1~ and Q" E 'l1:.

Since every X E X is of the form x :::: C + 2>aea
aEQ

with ea :::: X{a) and (ca)aEQ bounded with C(X :::: O for a
sufficiently large, we can define T : X .....¿ X making

T(C + L,caea ) :::: c(l-e¡ ~e2) + L,caea+2
aE.Q. aeO¡

+ L, lim, Ca' . ea+!
_...... .a'. 'Ua

CX='''2

It is easily seen that T is a positive linear operator and
l-Tl :::: el + e2 > e¡ > O.

Then

x - Tx :::: c(e¡ +e2) + L,caea~L,Caea+2
aeQ a'eQ¡

and so if x - Tx :::: el then c + c¡ :::: 1, c + c2 :::: 0, ca+2 ::::
ca for <X E Q¡, Co :::: c¡ for a E Q' and Co :::: c2 for a E Q".
Thus it can not be Ca :::: °for a sufficiently large since c¡
'/: C2' Therefore X :::: L~ (Q, ,E, 11) has not the subsolution
property.

In the last proof we have used the fact that every or
dinal number y can be expressed in an only way in the
form y:::: 2a + ~ with ~ :::: 0, 1.

Let Q be an uncountable set, ,E the a-algebra of the
countable subsets A e Q and their complementaries, Il(A)
:::: card A if A E ,E is a finite set and Il(A) :::: 00 in other
case, then it follows from Theorem 19 that X :::: L~ (Q, ,E,
11) has not the subsolution property.

The constructed operator T verifies that 1-T in injec
tive. Then the operator I"T** cannot be injective because
in this case it follows from Theorem 24 that (X, T) would
have the subsolution property.

Corollary 20. There exists a a-order complete space
X :::: e (K) not having the subsolution property.

Proo! It is enough to realize that following [12,
Theorem 1.b.6] the space L~(Q, ,E, 11) considered in The
orem 19 is order isometric to sorne space C(K).

Theorem 21. Jf X is (J-order complete and f-T is a
positive operator then (X, T) has the subsolution property.

Proo! Let be xo-Txo ;;::: e (xo' e E X+), xn+¡ :::: Txn+e (n

:::: 0, 1, ... ) and X w :::: /\ XII' Then for every convex linear
1

combination x of (XIlLN we have that

from where it results by Theorem 17 that Xw :::: Txw + e.

Corollary 22. Jf X :::: e (K) is (J-order complete and
G is the set 01 cozeros of a lunction Xo E e (K), then
G :::: f3G.

Proo! Clearly we can suppose that °'/: Xo E X+. Let be

Then T : X .....¿ X and I-T are positive linear operators.
Therefore, it follows from Theorem 21 that (X, T) has the
subsolution property and it result now from the proof of
Theorem 11 that G :::: f3G.

Last corollary improves Corollary 12 since X :::: C(K)
is a-order complete if and only if the closure of every open
FO" set is open [12,Proposition 1.a.4]. It results from this
that G is the set of cOzeros of a continuous real function
if and only if G is a countable union of closed-open sub
sets of K.
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Theorem 23. Let Q be .an uncountable set, 2: the 0
algebra of all countable subsets A e Q and their com
plementaries, ¡..t(A) = card A if A E 2: is finite and ¡.t(A)
=00 in other case, and X = L= (Q, I, fl). If Xo - Txo ;::: e
(xo' e E X+) and Txo has a countable support then the
corresponding problem Pe is solvable.

Proo! Let w¡ be the first uncountable ordinal number.
Let us make x¡ = Txo + e and

x" = T( 1\ x,,) + e
o a<ao

for every ordinal Uo < w¡, since L=(Q, 2:, ¡..t) is a-order
complete. Then the families (x,,),,<W¡ and (Tx"),,<wI are
nonincreasing. Let {wn : nE N} the support of Txo- Then
for every nE N there exists un < w¡ such that
(Tx,,) (w lI ) = (Tx",,) (wlI ) for every U ;::: Un' Let be

ao = s~p a ll « w¡), then (Tx,,) (wlI ) = (Tx"o) (wlI ) for
every U ;::: Uo and every nE N and (Txa) (w) = Ofor every
wrt, {wn : nE N}. Thus Tx" = Txao for every U ;::: u o, from
where it follows that Txao+¡ +e = Tx"o + e = Xao+l'

Let X be a Banach lattice of sequences x = (an)nEN of
real numbers such that x ;::: Oif and only if an;::: Ofor every
nEN. Then itcan be proved like in Theorem 23 that if X
is a-order complete then it has the subsolution property.
Instead of this it can be proved that then X is arder com
plete, but the used method let to prove that there exists a
solution xa with U < w¡.

Let us denote by GS(X) the union of all the vector
spaces i;*(x;') being Xo a separable subspace of X and io
the inclusion Xo ~ X.

We define

B¡(X) ={x" E X**: there exists (xn)n~N e X such that

¡im XII = X" in the w*-topology}
11

and Ba(X) e X** the minimum set containing X which is
closed under the w*-limit of sequences. Since it is easy to
prove that GS(X) is also closed under the w*-limit of
sequences and X e GS(X), we have that Ba(X) e GS(X).

Theorem 24. l/X is o-order complete and Ker(I~

T**) e GS(X), then (X, T) has the subsolution property.

Proo! Let be xo-Txo ;::: e (xo' e E X) and (x")a<w¡ the
family constructed like in Theorem 23.

Let x" be the w*-limit of (x")a<w¡ (which is nonin
creasing) and x;' the w*-limit of (XII tEN" Then, since

we have that

(l-T**) (x;' -x") = O

and therefore x; -x" E GS(X) and x" E GS(X) because
x;' E GS(X).

Let D = (X:LN be a countable subset of X:. Then,

(x:(x,,)),,<W¡ is a nonincreasing family of nonnegative real
numbers and for eve~ n E N there exists un < W¡ such
that x,:(x,,) = x,:(xa"j fo[ every, U ;::: Un' Let be
ao = s~p a ll < W¡, then XII (x,,) ;::: XII (xao ) for every U ;:::
Uo and every n E N and therefore x:(x") = x:(x"o) for
every n E N. Since every x*EX' is the difference of two
positive elements of X', the last resul hold also when x,:
are non necessarily positive.

It is deduced now from the H. Corson theorem [15,
2.3.2] that x" is w*-continuous on every w*-separable
subset.

Being x" E GS(X) there exists a separable space Xo e
X and x~ E X~* such that x" == i~* (x~) for the inclusion io
: Xo~ X. Since Xo is separable and X; "" X· IX;, there

exists a sequence (x;teN of unit ball xt(of X*) such that

(i~x;, LN is w*-dense in the unit ball X~l of X~. Let Z' be

the w*-closure of (x;, LN' then Z' is w*-separable, X" is
w*-continuous on Z' and it is deduced that x~ is w*-con
tinuous on X;¡. From this it is deduced (see [14, Lemma
1]) that x~ E BI (Xo) and therefore, that x" E B¡ (X).

Let be K = X: n Xtendowed with the w*-topology
and (YIIr e X a sequence with lim YII = x" in the w*-

1 11

topology. Let be ZII(t) = sup Yk(t) (t E K)
k~1l

Then, since

lim xa(t) = x" (t) <ZII(t) + ..!- (n, k E N)
" k

there exists U = U (n, k, t) < w¡ such that

and being zn a lower semicontinuous fundion on K and Xa
E X, there exists a neighborhood V of t such that

for every t' E V. Since K is compact and (x")a<w¡is a
nonincreasing family it follows now the existence of u nk <
w¡ such that

1
x,,(t) < ZII(t) + k

for every (J( ;::: u nk and every t E K. Let be
C:Xo = sup a ll•k < W¡, then

Il.k
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Theorem 27. II X is (J'-order complete and

for every U ~ Uo and every t E K. Then x" (x*) ;= X a (x*)
for every x* E X: n X; and therefore for every x* ~ X.
Then x" == xao E X, x" E [O, xo], and X" ;= Tx" + e.

In particular, if 1-T** is injective the result can be
easily proved. In fact, since x;' ~ Xw ~ x" and
(I - T**) (x;' - x") ;= O, it follows that x;' ;= x" and so

x;' ;= Xw and Xw ;= Txw + e. In a similar way it results that
Xw ;= Txw + e if Ker (1-T**) is an ideal.

Corollary 25. II X is (J'-order complete and Ker(l-
T**) e Ba(X), then (X, T) has the subsolution property.

Proo! It is enough to realize that Ba(X) e GS (X).

Ker (I - T**) n DS(X) n B~(X:) e GS(X),

then (X, T) has the subsolution property.

Proo! It is enough to proceed like in Theorem 24 using
Lemma 26.

Lemma 28. II X and Y are two Banach spaces and T
: X -7 Y is a bounded linear operator such that T** x**
~ Y, then TX ;= Y.

Proo! Let us prove first that .the range T*Y* of T* is
a closed subset. Let be x * ;= hm T *y,,, Yo E Y*. Then

11 . .,

since for every y E Y there exists x" E X** such that T**
X" ;= y, we have that

Remark 1, It results from [9, Corollary II.1 O and The
orem 11. 14] the equivalence between the conditions Ker(I
T**) e Ba(X) and Ker(I-T**) cB¡(X).

(x", x *) l · (" T* *)lm x, y"
"

l · (T**" *)lm x, y"
"

2. In Theorem 24 the condition Ker(I-T**) e GS(X)
can be replaced by Ker(l-T**) n DS(X) e GS(X), where
DS(X) denotes the set of the differences x;' - x; of two
functions x;' E X:* which are lower semicontinuous on
(X:, weak*).

The element x" E X:* of Theorem 24 is an upper
semicontinuous function on (X:, weak*) but it is not im
mediate that it will be universally measurable on the unit
ball of (X;, weak*). Let us treat now this question.

Lemma 26. The element x" E X** o/ Theorem 24 is
universally measurable on the unit,bal! lX:*, weak*) and
moreover it belongs to the space Br (X¡) and 01 the lunc
tions x" whose restrictions x' '1 L has a point 01 continuity,
lor every non void w*-closed subset L e X;.

Proo! Let Z ;= {xa : a < w¡} be like in Theorem 24.
Since Z is a nonincreasing family then every sequence
Z e Z has a pointwise (or w*-) convergent subsequence,
from [15, 14.1.7] it follows that Z Is pointwise relatively
compact in B~ (X:) and therefore x" E B~ (X:). Also, it
follows that Z is topologically stable and then stable for
every finite Radon measure 11 on (X;, weak*).

Moreover, for every one of that measures it follows
from [15, 9.5.2] that the identity mapping
(z, "p) -¿ (Z, "m) is continuous, being 'tp and 'tm the
topologies of the pointwise convergence and the conver
gence in measure respectively, and Z the closure of Z in
'tp' Therefore, since Xa -7 X" in the topology 'tp (or w*) and
'tm is metrizable, there exists Uo < w¡ such that xa ;= x" on
supp 11 for every U ~ Un and consequently also on the
closed linear hull of supp 11 in the w*-topology, as it fol
lows proceeding like in H. Corson theorem [15, 2.4.2].

Since this limit exists for very y E Y, it follows that
(y,:LN is a bounded sequence and therefore it has an wL

aglomeration point y* and so x* ;= T*y* with y* E Y*.

Being the range of T* a closed subset then the range of
T is also closed and then it results from T**X** :::') Y and
the Hahn-Banach theorem that TX;= TX ;= Y.

Given X ;= C(K) and a closed-open subset H e K, we
denote by XH (;=C(H)) the subspace (of X) of all functions
X E X which are null otuside H.

Theorem 29. ll(l-T)X cXH and there exists Xl E X+
such that X¡ ~ Tx¡ ~ XH, then (l-T) X ;= XH• Moreover if
Z == Ker (l-T) is an ideal then (X, T) has the subsolution
property.

Proo! The first part follows from Theorem 14 and
Lemma 28. Suppose now that Z;= Ker(l-T) is an ideal. Let
x -7 x that natural mapping X -7 X/Z and Xo- Txo~ e (xo,
e E X+). Then it follows from Theorem 17 that there exists

a sequence(x) e .[0, x ] such that (1-T) xn -7 e.
n n e N O

Therefore, it results from the Banach homomorphism the
orem that

IIXm - x,,11 :::;; M 11(1- T) (XIII - x" )11 -¿ O (M > O).

Then (x" teN is convergent to sorne X E [Ó, xo] since

X/Z is a Banach lattice [12, p.3]. If u ;= (xvO)AXo then

ti ;= (xvÓ)AXo ;= x and (l - T) u == (l - T) x ;= e.

In particular, since every L~ (Q,Q, 11) space is order
isometric to sorne C(K) [12, Theore 1. b. 6], Theorem 29
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can be applied to X =LjQ, I" Il). This can be also proved
directIy taking as XH the space of functions null outside H,
with H rneasurable.

The author would like to thank Pedro Jirnénez Guerra
for sorne interesting discussions on this question.
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